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Netcong, NJ -    Netcong Students Tour Shop Rite 

 

On September 27, 2016, the students in Mrs. Evans’ and Ms. Konyak's classes toured the Netcong Shop Rite. 

Upon arriving at the store, Mr. Paul greeted them and guided them through the many aspects of being employed 

in the various departments within the Shop Rite store.  In the Produce Department, students sampled fruit they 

never tried before.  Students were then able to ride a lift and stand inside a delivery truck. Upon visiting a very 

cold meat department, the butcher demonstrated how ground meat was made into hamburger patties and large 

slabs of meat were cut into steaks.  While enjoying their deli lunch the students learned how the live lobsters 

were cared for.  Mr. Paul led the tour upstairs where the students could view the store from above.  The students 

were given a snack and Mr. Paul graciously answered their many questions.  He was a wonderful host and 

helped to make the trip a huge success.  The students all found it rather humorous when a fellow student, Logan 

Alles, was paged over the intercom.  

 

In addition to learning about prospective careers, the students took this opportunity to shop for supplies to stock 

their newly opened Corner Coffee Shop.  Prior to leaving for the trip, the students took an inventory of the items 

they would need for the week.  They compared brands and pricing in determining what items they could buy in 

order to maintain a profit. 

 

This trip demonstrates how Netcong School District is providing 21st Century Learning and providing students 

with real world career opportunities. Through these various tours, students can better assess in their future 

possible career opportunities. 

 

                                            
                       Logan Alles checks out.                                            Emma Urquhart checks out. 
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        Netcong student on the lift.  Left to right (front): Kara Sowell,  

        Logan Alles  Left to right (back): Emma Urquhart, Matthew Urquhart,  

        Billy Miller, Everson Arias Ramos, Mrs. Evans, Shop Rite employee 

 

 
Mr. Phil handing out treats to the students. 

 
If you would like more information on this topic, or to schedule an interview with Dr. Cinotti, CSA, please call Mrs. Liz Juliano at 

973-347-0020, x220 or email at ljuliano@netcongschool.org. 
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